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Abstract: Recent object detection networks suffer from performance degradation when training
data and test data are distinct in image styles and content distributions. In this paper, we propose a
domain adaptive method, Adversarial Mixing (AdvMix), where the label-rich source domain and
unlabeled target domain are jointly trained by the adversarial feature alignment and a self-training
strategy. To diminish the style gap, we design the Adversarial Gradient Reversal Layer (AdvGRL),
containing a global-level domain discriminator to align the domain features by gradient reversal, and
an adversarial weight mapping function to enhance the stability of domain-invariant features by hard
example mining. To eliminate the content gap, we introduce a region mixing self-supervised training
strategy where a region of the target image with the highest confidence is selected to merge with the
source image, and the synthesis image is self-supervised by the consistency loss. To improve the
reliability of self-training, we propose a strict confidence metric combining both object and bounding
box uncertainty. Extensive experiments conducted on three benchmarks demonstrate that AdvMix
achieves prominent performance in terms of detection accuracy, surpassing existing domain adaptive
methods by nearly 5% mAP.

Keywords: object detection; domain adaption; adversarial learning; self-training

1. Introduction

Object detection [1–3] aims to locate and classify the targets in the given image, which
has received significant attention in computer vision recently. With the emergence of
deep feed-forward architectures [4–6], modern data-driven detection methods [1–3,7–10]
lead to considerable improvements in many applications, including security surveillance,
autonomous driving, and so on. However, those achievements are obtained only when test
data and training data maintain the same distribution. Therefore, the severe performance
degradation is inevitable once the domain shift [11–14] occurs due to diverse layouts,
illuminations, viewpoints, and weather conditions. One feasible solution is re-training the
detector with large-scale labeled data to improve the detection accuracy in new scenes.
Although this solution is effective, annotating images is a time-consuming and expensive
project [15], which limits the practicality of this method.

In view of above problems, recent researchers have focused their efforts on Unsuper-
vised Domain Adaption (UDA) methods [16–22], which leverages unsupervised transfer
learning to alleviate the domain gaps. UDA methods transfer knowledge from the label-
rich source domain to the target domain without tedious manual annotations. With joint
training of both source and target domain data, the goal of UDA is to generate a detector
that performs well on the target domain.

The majority of UDA methods handle domain adaptation in an adversarial manner. The
domain classifier is exploited to identify whether the image is from source or target domain
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and the gradient reversal layer [23] is introduced in the classifier to maximum the domain
discrimination loss. Recent works in UDA have shown that the domain-invariant features can
be learned by the detector when employing multi-granularity adversarial alignment [14,24–27]
including instance-level and pixel-level feature consistency. One limitation of these methods
is that the domain gaps affect performance seriously. For example, these methods obtain
remarkable accuracy when trained on paired images with different styles, but suffer from
degradation on cross-camera adaptation tasks. To this end, some approaches bridge the domain
difference through image translation. A series of image style transfer technologies [14,26,28,29]
are implemented to convert images from the source domain to target domain. However, extra
complex parameters in the transfer structure hinder the convergence of detectors and make the
training process more difficult.

Different from the aforementioned UDA methods, an alternative solution is to finetune
the network with pseudo labels generated by the source-trained model. To some extent, the
quality of pseudo labels are tightly related to the detection precision. To avoid the noise of
the pseudo labels, many novel self-training optimizations [13,19,20,22,30–32] are proposed,
including knowledge distillation strategy [19], the progressive confidence restriction [13],
imbalanced mini-batch sampling strategy [20], and graph representation [22,32]. Although
self-training strategy is an efficient way to boost performance, one shortcoming of these
methods is that classification confidences are mostly used as the prediction box selection
criteria. Such criteria omits the uncertainty of bounding boxes and the pseudo labels fails
to represent precise localization. Therefore, how to select reliable detection boxes is a
critical problem to be invested in. With regards to reliability of pseudo labels, most of
the self-training methods introduce novel confidence metrics, such as uncertainty-based
pseudo labeling [20] and sample mixing technique [13]. However, the detector pre-trained
on source domain plays an essential role during self-training process and the above tricks
hardly works when the detector is overfitted on the source domain.

Generally speaking, existing UDA approaches are designed for diminishing domain
gaps from two perspectives: style gap and content gap [20]. The style gap demonstrates
the difference of image styles, such as color, brightness, and overall layout. On the other
hand, the content gap contains more instance information, such as distinct distributions,
densities, and sizes of objects. We observe that adversarial methods are the expert in the
style gap while self-training strategies show outstanding potential in the context gap.

Inspired by previous works, we address domain adaptive object detection from a
comprehensive perspective. Our approach, named Adversarial Mixing (AdvMix), is a
solution to reduce both style gap and content gap simultaneously in the training phase.
With regards to the style gap, the source and target distributions are aligned in feature
spaces by the Adversarial Gradient Reversal Layer (AdvGRL). For the content gap, AdvMix
introduces a sample synthesis strategy by artificially mixing the region of the paired source
image and target image. As illustrated in Figure 1, our network consists of three parts:
detector, AdvGRL and region mixing module.

To be specific, we apply one-stage detection architecture, YOLOv5 [33], as the detector
to meet the requirement of real-time processing. The AdvGRL is designed as a domain
discriminator to generate a compact domain descriptor. The gradients of the discriminator
are reversed during the back propagation to reduce domain style shifts. Different from
pixel-level gradient reversal layers in the literature [14,27,34], our proposed AdvGRL
concentrates on global styles from multi-scale features. Furthermore, most methods omit
the diversity of training samples and all samples are treated as evenly, which hinders the
model learning on challenging scenarios. To address this problem, our AdvGRL designs an
adversarial weight mapping function to mine hard examples and enhance the stability of
domain-invariant features. For the region mixing module, the mixed image is synthesized
from the source image and a region of the target image with reliable pseudo predictions.
We also feed the synthesis image into the detector and its predictions are self-supervised
by the consistency loss. To select trustworthy pseudo detections, a strict confidence metric
including both object and bounding box confidence is exploited in this paper.
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Figure 1. The overall framework of AdvMix, which mainly consists of three parts: the detector to
predict detection results, the AdvMix to maximum the domain discrimination loss, and the region
mixing module to address the context gap of different domains.

To validate the performance of AdvMix, we conduct extensive experiments on three domain
adaptation scenarios, namely cross-weather (Cityscapes [35] → FoggyCityscapes [36]), cross-
camera (KITTI [37] → Cityscapes [35]), and synthetic-to-real (Sim10K [15] → Cityscapes [36]).
Experimental results show that AdvMix boosts detection accuracy in comparison with
other state-of-the-art UDA methods. In addition, we discuss how our proposed AdvMix
eliminates the style gap and content gap by visualization analysis, which explains why
AdvMix works well in the domain adaption.

Overall, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We propose an unsupervised cross-domain adaptive method, AdvMix, which is a joint
adversarial feature alignment and region mixing self-training strategy to reduce style
and content gaps simultaneously;

• To address the style gap, a novel AdvGRL is introduced to align global image styles
from multi-scale feature maps and enhance the stability of domain-invariant features
by hard examples mining;

• To diminish the content gap, we employ a self-supervised training strategy based
on region mixing and design a strict confidence metric to improve the reliability of
self-training.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly present related works,
including object detection and domain adaption. The details of the proposed method
AdvMix are described in Section 3. Extensive experiments are conducted in Section 4 and
ablation studies are drawn in Section 5. We discuss multi-class domain adaption and the
failure cases in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents the summary of this paper.

2. Related Work

In this section, we firstly describe mainstream object detection frameworks including
both two-stage and one-stage detectors. Besides, we describe recent UDA strategies, which
are closely related to our method.
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2.1. Object Detection

Object detection, as a core problem in computer vision, predicts both classification labels
and bounding box coordinates at the same time. Recent detection frameworks [1–3,7,8,10]
have obtained outstanding improvement with the advance of deep learning. According to
design principles of frameworks, most detectors are roughly divided into two-stage and
one-stage approaches. Two-stage detectors first generate the region proposals and then refine
the object detection results by the region selection such as Region Proposal Network (RPN).
A typical example of two-stage frameworks is Faster-RCNN [1] and it achieves impressive
performance in terms of detection accuracy. However, one limitation of these two-stage
methods is the inference speed. To lessen the computation burden, a series of one-stage
frameworks are proposed, such as YOLO [2], SSD [7], and FCOS [8]. Instead of excessive
proposal generation, one-stage detectors directly produce object labels and regress locations
by leveraging pre-defined bounding box candidates (anchors). The focal loss [38] is proposed
to address the imbalance between foregrounds and backgrounds, which is beneficial for
detection precision. To reduce duplicated locations for the same instance, an additional
Non-maximum Suppression (NMS) [39] is applied to filter exhaustive predictions generated
by the detector. Furthermore, some one-stage algorithms such as FCOS [8], CenterNet [3],
CornorNet [40], and ExtremeNet [10] regard the detection problem as a key-point estimation
and omit pre-defined anchors to further improve efficiency. Despite their success in real-time
detection, these methods are hardly employed in some high-precision application scenarios
due to excessive missed detections. In this paper, we select YOLOv5 [33] as our main detection
framework to seek a balance between speed and precision.

2.2. Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

The changing environments lead to domain shift, where the distributions of training
data and test data are distinct. As a result, deep neural networks suffer from performance
drop and a series of UDA methods [16–22] are proposed to solve this problem. UDA
methods leverage both the labeled source data and unlabeled target data to reduce the
discrepancy between source and target. Early works minimizes the domain gap by manual
alignment, such as Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) minimization [41] and sub-
space alignment [42]. With the development of end-to-end training process, adversarial
UDA approaches [23,43,44] attract the interest of researchers and the gradient reverse
layer [23] is introduced to extract domain-invariant feature. Although these methods
achieve remarkable improvement on classification adaption, the domain adaption for object
detection is still a challenging issue because the object detection is a comprehensive task
involving bounding box regression.

Predominant domain adaption for object detection consists of adversarial and self-
training methods. The former utilizes adversarial training to learn the domain-invariant
features by fooling the domain classifier. Chen et al. [24] first employ both image-level
and instance-level gradient reverse in Faster-RCNN framework. Following that, more
multi-granularity feature alignment strategies [14,17,25–27] are proposed to reduce the
domain discrepancy, such as selective region-level alignment [25] to focus on objects of
interest and category-level adaption [27] to learn category-wise representations. To enhance
the robustness of adversarial approaches, some image translation modules [14,26,28,29] are
designed. For example, Hsu et al. [26] and Li et al. [14] introduce an intermediate domain
and a weighted distance loss is added during the process of adversarial training. However,
Yu et al. [20] notice that the adversarial alignments mainly account for image style gaps and
overlook the domain shift from object density distribution. Some researchers tackle this
problem by self-training the detector with robust pseudo detection results [13,19,20,30]. To
address the noisy pseudo labels, some methods employ some extra confidence metrics, such
as uncertainty-based fusion [20] or self-entropy descent [30]. Furthermore, a novel training
strategy is selected for reliable pseudo predictions, including student-teacher framework
based knowledge distillation [19,31] and forming mixed samples combined by both source
and target images [13].
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3. Method

In this section, we present our proposed domain adaptive method AdvMix in detail.
First, the overall framework of AdvMix is introduced. Then, we describe two core compo-
nents (AdvGRL and region mixing module), respectively. Finally, we show the training
details of AdvMix, including the loss functions and how to train the whole network.

3.1. Overall Framework

The overall framework of AdvMix is illustrated in Figure 1 and the network input
contains three different images, including a labeled source image xS ∈ RH×W×C, an
unlabeled target images xT ∈ RH×W×C, and a synthetic image xM ∈ RH×W×C mixed by
the local regions of xS and xT . The detector of AdvMix is a detection network with trainable
parameters and we adopt lightweight one-stage detector YOLOv5 [33] in this paper. The
overall process can be divided into three steps, as follows.

First, xS and xT are fed into the detector simultaneously and the detection results are
named as ŷS, ŷT . The source prediction ŷS is supervised by the source label yS while the
target prediction ŷT is viewed as the pseudo detection label. At the same time, the features
of two domains are aligned by AdvGRL, which is a domain discriminator to maximize
the domain discrimination loss and perform adversarial hard example mining. Second,
we evenly separate the target image xT into four regions. A region of xT with the highest
pseudo detection confidence is merged with the source image xS to form the mixed image
xM. The pseudo label of xM, named as ŷS,T , is synthesized by the source detection ŷS and
target pseudo detection label ŷT according to the image clipping strategy. Finally, xM passes
through the detector to produce a prediction ŷM. The self-supervision of the mixed image
is achieved by the consistency loss between its prediction ŷM and its pseudo label ŷS,T .

3.2. AdvGRL

The AdvGRL in this paper is constructed by a domain discriminator to classify whether
the input sample belongs to source domain or target domain. To be specific, it produces the
domain prediction during forward propagation and the gradients of AdvGRL are reversed
to the base detection network in the progress of back propagation. The reversal gradients
confuse the domain discriminator and thus domain-invariant features are obtained by
the base detection network. Most methods related to gradient reverse [14,27,34] adopt
stacked convolutions as fusion layers to generate pixel-level domain features, as shown
in Figure 2b. Those methods are always combined with instance-level discriminators in
two-stage detection frameworks such as Faster-RCNN to achieve the domain adaption. For
one-stage detector, we proposed a novel global-level discriminator with both convolution
and Full Connection (FC) layers, as presented in Figure 2a. Compared to full conventional
structures, the compact domain descriptor generated from FC reflects the global style.
Comparative experiments conducted in Section 5 show the effect of our proposed structure.

In the process of forward propagation, we employ binary cross loss for the domain
discriminator D. The domain discrimination loss LD is computed as Equation (1).

LD = −
N

∑
i=1

[
yi log D(FS

i ) + (1 − yi) log(1 − D(FT
i ))

]
(1)

where i ∈ {1, . . . , N} denotes the i-th image. FS
i and FT

i are the features extracted from the
i-th image in the source domain and target domain, respectively. The domain yi is 1 if the
feature is from the source domain and 0 otherwise.
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Figure 2. The network structures of different domain discriminators. (a) Global-level discriminator
proposed in this paper (AdvGRL); (b) pixel-level discriminator in the literature.

Furthermore, an adversarial weight mapping function is proposed to address the
diversity of training samples. The core of the mapping function is to weigh the different
samples according to the domain discrimination loss LD. For the samples with low LD, the
discriminator can identify them easily while their domain-invariant features are hardly
collected by the base detection network. Therefore, they are viewed as hard examples in
domain adaption and assigned high loss weights during the training. To be specific, the
adversarial weight λadv is written as follows:

λadv = max
{

λ0, 2 − 2
1 + e−β·LD

}
(2)

where λ0 is a lower-bound of the weight and we set λ0 = 0.01 in this paper. In addition,
β denotes the scaling threshold of the mapping function. Figure 3 visualizes the relation
between adversarial weight λadv and the loss LD, where β = 10.

Figure 3. The visualization of the adversarial weight mapping function.

Apart from the structure of AdvGRL, where to insert the AdvGRL is another issue that
should be considered. As shown in Figure 4, one-stage detector YOLOv5 [33] is composed
of three main blocks, including a backbone for feature extraction, a neck for multi-scale
feature fusion and a head to generate detection predictions. Furthermore, the bounding
boxes with three scales are predicted separately to prevent missed detections. Following
the design of YOLOv5, we add three AdvGRLs in the neck of the base detection network,
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as presented in Figure 4. As a result, the style gap between source and target domain can
be diminished from the different levels.

Conv 
Blocks

Conv 
Blocks

Conv 
Blocks

Conv 
Blocks Conv 

Blocks Conv

Conv 
Blocks Conv

Conv 
Blocks Conv

Concat
Concat

Conv 
Blocks Concat

Concat

Conv 
Blocks

AdvGRL

AdvGRL

AdvGRL

Input

Output2

Output1

Output3

Backbone Neck Head

Figure 4. Insertion positions of AdvGRL in YOLOv5.

In summary, the overall adversarial loss Ladv conducted by AdvGRL consists of three
levels j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, as illustrated in Equation (3).

Ladv = ∑
j

λ
j
adv · Lj

D (3)

where Lj
D denotes domain discrimination loss of the j-th discriminator and its weight λ

j
adv

is calculated according to the Equation (2).

3.3. Region Mixing Module

The region mixing module is designed for generating the synthetic image xM and its
pseudo label ŷS,T . The target image xT is divided into four equal regions and a region with
the highest average detection confidence is selected, named as R. xM can be formed by the
target image in the selected region xR

T and the source image out of the selected region xR−
S ,

as shown in Equation (4).

xM =
{

xR
T , xR−

S

}
(4)

Similarly, the pseudo label ŷS,T consists of two parts: the target prediction in the
selected region ŷR

T and the source detection out of the selected region ŷR−
S , as presented

in Equation (5). Note that all bounding boxes are clipped by their corresponding region
boundaries before being added into ŷS,T .

ŷS,T =
{

ŷR
T , ŷR−

S

}
(5)

The core problem of region mixing module is how to select trustworthy pseudo predic-
tions, which is significant for the stability of self-training. However, the original confidence
score Cobj in YOLOv5 [33] reflects whether it contains the object and omits localization
uncertainty. Inspired by Gaussian-based detectors [13,45], we introduce the Gaussian-based
bounding box b =

[
bµ, bΣ

]
, where the former denotes the means bµ =

[
µbx, µby, µbh, µbw

]
and the later denotes the variance bΣ =

[
Σbx, Σby, Σbh, Σbw

]
. The bounding box confidence

is calculated as follows:

Cbbx = 1 − mean(bΣ) (6)
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The combined confidence Ccomb accounts for both object confidence Cobj and bounding
box confidence Cbbx, as presented in Equation (7). It is notable that the values of both
Cobj and Cbbx are ranged from 0 to 1. Only the pseudo predictions with Ccomb > 0.25 are
accounted as valid pseudo labels.

Ccomb = Cobj · Cbbx (7)

3.4. Training Algorithm

During the forward propagation, the total loss Ltotal of AdvMix is a combination of
three terms: the detection loss with ground-truth supervision Ldet, the adversarial loss Ladv
in Equation (3), and self-supervised consistency loss Lcons.

Ltotal = Ldet + Ladv + Lcons (8)

Specifically, Ldet is designed for penalizing the difference between source prediction
ŷS and source label yS. We adopt the standard loss of Gaussian-based YOLOv5 [45] as Ldet,
which contains object score loss Lobj, classification loss Lcls, and bounding box regression
loss Lbbx.

For the synthetic image xM, the similarity between its prediction ŷM and its label
ŷS,T is computed as the consistency loss Lcons. In this paper, Lcons shares the same loss
function with Ldet, which reflects the prediction precision for the input image. However,
the supervision in Lcons is the pseudo label ŷS,T instead of the ground-truth label yS in Ldet.

To improve the reliability of the self-supervised training, we employ a variable weight
λcons for Lcons. The λcons shows the ratio of ŷS,T with combined confidence Ccomb greater
than the predefined threshold value Cth, as presented in Equation (9).

λcons =
|ŷk

S,T : Ck
comb > Cth|

|ŷS,T |
(9)

where k is the k-th prediction of ŷS,T and | · | denotes the cardinality of a set.
The training algorithm of AdvMix can be concluded as three steps. First, the detection

network is initialized with COCO [46] pretrained parameters and other modules are
randomly initialized. The second step is the forward propagation, where the paired source
and target images are fed into the network and the total loss Ltotal is calculated according to
Equation (3). Finally, all parameters of the network are updated in the back propagation. It
is notable that the proposed AdvGRL and region mixing module only works in the training
process and we just employ the detection network in the inference.

4. Experiments

In this section, we first introduce experimental data and implementation details Then,
extensive experiments are conducted on different domain adaptation scenarios and the
detection results are analyzed in this section. Finally, we compare our proposed AdvMix
with some state-of-the-art UDA methods to evaluate the performance of AdvMix.

4.1. Dataset and Experimental Setup

In this section, we adopt four different datasets, including Cityscapes [35], FoggyCi-
tyscapes [36], KITTI [37], and Sim10K [15].

Cityscapes [35] is a diverse image set recorded in real-world urban scenarios, including
eight categories: person, car, train, rider, truck, motorcycle, bicycle, and bus. To capture
the complexity of inner-city traffic scenes, all images are manually selected from 50 cities
with a different foreground, background, and layout, as shown in Figure 5. The annotation
images are split into 2 parts: 2975 images for training and 500 images for testing.
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Figure 5. Samples of the Cityscapes dataset.

FoggyCityscapes [36] is a synthetic dataset for foggy scene understanding. The images
on Cityscapes are transferred from clear-weather scenes to foggy counterparts according
to the fog simulation pipeline. FoggyCityscapes, as an extension of Cityscapes, shares the
same object categories and locations with Cityscapes. In addition, the partition of training
and testing set in FoggyCityscapes is consistent with Cityscapes. Figure 6 presents some
samples of FoggyCityscapes, which is a challenging dataset for object detection under
adverse weather conditions.

Figure 6. Samples of the FoggyCityscapes dataset.

KITTI [37] collects 7481 realistic images with accurate annotations provided for 8 cat-
egories, including car, pedestrian, person sitting, cyclist, van, truck, tram, and misc. All
images in KITTI are acquired via high-resolution cameras mounted on the vehicle and
rectified to the resolution of 1240 × 376. Figure 7 shows some samples of the KITTI dataset,
whose collection scenes involves both urban streets and highways.

Figure 7. Samples of the KITTI dataset.

Sim10K [15] contains 10,000 photo-realistic computer images from the sophisticated
simulation engine, where only the “car” category is annotated. A range of images in different
weather and lighting conditions are collected in this dataset, as illustrated in Figure 8. Al-
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though Sim10K captures the diversity of real appearance, the difference between simulation
and real-world data can be witnessed.

Figure 8. Samples of the Sim10K dataset.

In this section, we conduct experiments on three domain adaptation benchmarks
proposed in Refs. [13,27,47], namely cross-weather (Cityscapes → FoggyCityscapes), cross-
camera (KITTI → Cityscapes), and synthetic-to-real (Sim10K → Cityscapes). For the
cross-weather adaptation, the training set contains both labeled Cityscapes training images
(source domain) and unlabeled FoggyCityscapes training images (target domain). Further-
more, all objects with 8 categories are evaluated on FoggyCityscapes testing set. For the
cross-camera adaption, we use labeled KITTI data combined with unlabeled Cityscapes
training data as the training set and detection performance is validated on Cityscapes
testing set. It is notable that only the “car” class is considered in this benchmark due to
different categories between Sim10K and Cityscapes. The synthetic-to-real follows the same
setting as the cross-camera task, except we adopt all Sim10K images as its source domain.

All experiments are implemented on a PC with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6230 CPU and
a signal NVIDIA Geforce GTX 3090 GPU. The detection framework of AdvMix is the
lightweight architecture YOLOv5s [33] with CSP-DarkNet53 as the backbone. The input
resolution is set to 1024 × 1024 and the training batch is set to 2 (paired source and target
images). We train the network for 50 epochs with COCO [46] pretrained parameters as
initialization. For the computation of loss weight, we set scaling threshold β = 10 and
confidence threshold Cth = 0.5. During the back propagation, the Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) with momentum is used to update the network parameters, where the
learning rate is set as 0.01 and the momentum weight is 0.937. Other training setting
and hyper-parameters are followed by YOLOv5s. During the inference, we evaluate the
performance with the mean Average Precision (mAP) with IoU threshold of 0.5.

4.2. Detection Results on Domain Adaptation

To prove the effectiveness of AdvMix, we first show the detection precision for quanti-
tative analysis. Then, the qualitative analysis is presented according to the visualization
results. Experiments are conducted on cross-weather, cross-camera, and synthetic-to-real
adaption benchmarks. The main challenge of the cross-weather adaption can be concluded
as the style gap, where the overall scenes and weather conditions are different between
source and target domains. In contrast, the content gap (including instance distribution, size,
and density) needs to be diminished in the cross-camera and synthetic-to-real adaption.

The detection results of three adaption tasks are presented in Table 1. Apart from
our proposed AdvMix, the baseline and the oracle are included in this subsection. Three
methods share the same detection framework and the main difference between them is
the training dataset. Specially, the baseline denotes that the detector is trained only on
the labeled source domain, which shows the lower-bound of the network. The oracle
means its training data contains the labeled target domain data, serving as the performance
upper-bound.
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For the cross-weather adaption, the accuracy of the baseline method is lower than 35%,
which reflects a huge gap between source and target domain. Meanwhile, 51.8% mAP in
the oracle indicates that the lightweight detection structure limits the performance upper-
bound. AdvMix achieves competitive performance (50.1%), 15% higher than its baseline.
The significant improvement demonstrates that AdvMix addresses the domain gap to some
extent. For the cross-camera adaption, AdvMix obtains 57.1% mAP, outperforming the
baseline by nearly 11%. The similar phenomenon can be witnessed in the synthetic-to-real
task: the accuracy of AdvMix rises to 65.3% while the baseline maintains 59.4% in mAP. The
above results prove that AdvMix boosts the detection precision and it yields an effective
strategy for domain adaption.

Table 1. Detection results on different domain adaption benchmarks.

Domain Adaption Method mAP (%)

Cross-weather
Baseline 34.7
AdvMix 50.1
Oracle 51.8

Cross-camera
Baseline 46.6
AdvMix 57.1
Oracle 78.2

Synthetic-to-real
Baseline 59.4
AdvMix 65.3
Oracle 78.2

Furthermore, how AdvMix diminishes the domain shift is a significant issue that
should be analyzed. We first discuss the style gap in the cross-weather adaption. As shown
in Figure 9, some image features randomly drawn from the source (blue point) and target
domain (red point) are visualized by the dimensionality reduction algorithm T-SNE [48],
which maps high-dimensional data to points in the two-dimensional coordinate plane.
For the baseline method, blue points cluster together while red points hardly gather into
the blue cluster. It indicates that the baseline converges on a local optimum in the source
domain and thus hardly overcomes the domain gap between images with different styles.
When employing our proposed AdvMix, features from the source and target domain are
merged into one cluster, showing that the style gap is addressed in AdvMix.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. The distributions of features drawn from the source domain (blue) and the target domain
(red) on the cross-weather adaption. (a) Baseline; (b) AdvMix.

Apart from the style gap, the instance differences (such as distinct object sizes, densities,
and distributions) between two domains causes the content gap in the cross-camera and
synthetic-to-real adaption tasks. AdvMix solves this problem by introducing the region
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mixing strategy, where a target region with the highest confidence is combined with the source
image to form the synthetic image xM. Figures 10 and 11 show the forming processes of xM in
cross-camera and synthetic-to-real tasks, respectively. Note that all images in Figures 10 and 11
are drawn during training and they are augmented by Mosaic algorithm [49]. As presented in
Figure 10b, AdvMix chooses the left-top region instead of the right-top due to the fact that the
right-top obtains lower average confidence. This reflects that the selection strategy in AdvMix
is effective at filtering false prediction. On the other hand, xM with reliable pseudo label
contains abundant instances from two domains, which is beneficial for content gap alignment.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10. The forming process of a synthetic image xM on the cross-camera adaption. The yellow
rectangle denotes the selective target region and the red rectangle shows instance location. (a) Source
predictions ŷS; (b) target predictions ŷS; (c) xM and its pseudo label ŷS,T .

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. The forming process of a synthetic image xM on the synthetic-to-real adaption. The yellow
rectangle denotes the selective target region and the red rectangle shows instance location. (a) Source
predictions ŷS; (b) target predictions ŷS; (c) xM and its pseudo label ŷS,T .

4.3. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

Our proposed AdvMix is compared with recent advanced UDA methods on three do-
main adaption benchmarks. The compared methods are divided into two categories: adver-
sarial and self-training strategies. The former contains EPM [26], SSOD [11], MGA [27], DA-
AD [14], CDN [50], MeGA [17], SAPN [51], RPN-PR [18], UADAN [16], and SCAN [12]. The
latter includes ConfMix [13], IRG [19], SC-UDA [20], FL-UDA [30], CTRP [21], GIPA [32],
and SIGMA [22].

We first present the qualitative results on the cross-weather adaption benchmark,
as shown in Table 2. Generally speaking, the adversarial methods obtain higher mAP
than self-training strategies because the main challenge in cross-weather adaption is the
style gap, which is successfully addressed by the gradient reversal layer in adversarial
methods. However, SIGMA [22] and our proposed AdvMix are special cases of self-training
methods. Different from the graph matching adaptor employed in SIGMA [22], AdvMix
introduces a domain discriminator in the self-supervised training process. The detection
results show that AdvMix with 50.1% mAP is effective on the style gap in comparison
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with SIGMA (44.2%mAP). Furthermore, the APs of “person” and “truck” in AdvMix
exceed the sub-optimal approaches by nearly 10%. We attribute this improvement to the
hard example mining strategy, an efficient strategy for the precision balance of different
categories. Despite the slightly lower AP of train (49.5%) compared to SSOD [11], the
average accuracy of AdvMix is 6.8% higher than SSOD. In short, AdvMix outperforms
advanced UDA detectors in accuracy, indicating that it is skilled at style gap elimination.

Table 2. Detection results of different UDA methods on the cross-weather adaption benchmark. The
bold and the underline represent the highest and the second highest accuracy respectively.

Category Method
AP (%) mAP

(%)Person Car Train Rider Truck Bicycle Bus Motorcycle

Adversarial
Method

CDN [50] 35.8 50.9 29.8 45.7 30.1 36.5 42.5 30.8 36.3
EPM [26] 44.0 57.1 39.7 43.6 29.4 36.1 44.9 29.0 40.2

RPN-PR [18] 33.6 49.6 46.0 43.8 32.9 36.8 45.5 35.7 40.5
SAPN [51] 40.8 59.8 37.5 46.7 24.3 40.7 46.8 30.4 40.9

UADAN [16] 36.5 53.6 42.7 46.1 28.9 38.9 49.4 32.3 41.1
MeGA [17] 37.7 52.4 46.9 49.0 25.4 39.0 49.2 34.5 41.8
SCAN [12] 41.7 57.3 48.7 43.9 28.7 37.3 48.6 31.0 42.1

DA-AD [14] 36.5 54.3 48.7 46.7 30.3 39.1 51.2 31.6 42.3
SSOD [11] 38.8 57.2 51.9 45.9 29.9 40.9 50.2 31.9 43.3
MGA [27] 43.9 60.6 39.0 49.6 29.6 42.8 50.7 38.3 44.3

Self-training
Method

CTRP [21] 32.7 50.1 25.4 44.4 21.7 36.8 45.6 30.1 35.9
SC-UDA [20] 38.5 56.0 29.7 43.7 27.1 39.5 43.8 31.2 38.7
FL-UDA [30] 34.1 51.9 25.7 44.4 30.4 37.2 41.8 30.3 37.0

IRG [19] 37.4 51.9 25.2 45.2 24.4 41.6 39.6 31.5 37.1
GIPA [32] 32.9 54.1 41.1 46.7 24.7 38.7 45.7 32.4 39.5

ConfMix [13] 45.0 62.6 40.0 43.4 27.3 33.5 45.8 28.6 40.8
SIGMA [22] 44.0 60.3 51.5 43.9 31.6 40.6 50.4 31.7 44.2

AdvMix 54.0 68.9 49.5 51.5 39.5 44.3 53.5 39.3 50.1

We also compared AdvMix with state-of-the-art methods on the cross-camera and
synthetic-to-real adaption benchmarks, as illustrated in Table 3. Note that only the “car”
class is evaluated on these tasks and thus we report its AP as mAP. It is remarkable that
AdvMix achieves outstanding performance on two tasks. AdvMix obtains 65.3% mAP on
synthetic-to-real adaption, surpassing most UDA approaches in detection precision. In
comparison with Confmix [13], a popular UDA method proposed recently, AdvMix gains
5% and 9% mAPs in cross-camera and synthetic-to-real adaptions, respectively. In addition,
we observe that adversarial methods show poor performance on two benchmarks, where
the content gap is hardly diminished by feature alignments. However, the self-training
detectors solve this problem by the self-supervision strategy. Apart from that, AdvMix
proposes an extra region mixing module with a strict confidence metric, which is the reason
of significant precision improvement.

In conclusion, the outstanding performance of AdvMix can be witnessed on different
benchmarks. To be specific, MGA [27] obtains 44.3% mAP on the cross-weather adaption
while its accuracy on the synthetic-to-real task is 54.6%, more than 10 % lower than AdvMix.
Although ConfMix [13] diminishes the content gap to some extent, its “motorcycle” AP on
the cross-weather benchmark is 28.6% (that of AdvMix is 39.3%). The above results show
AdvMix is an efficient UDA method compared to recent advanced UDA detection networks.
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Table 3. Detection results of different UDA methods on the cross-camera and synthetic-to-real
adaption benchmarks. The bold and the underline represent the highest and the second highest
accuracy respectively.

Category Method
mAP (Car%)

Cross-Camera Synthetic-to-Real

Adversarial
Method

MeGA [17] 43.0 44.8
SAPN [51] 43.4 44.9
CDN [50] 44.9 49.3
EPM [26] 45.0 51.2

SCAN [12] 45.5 52.6
SSOD [11] 47.6 49.3
MGA [27] 48.5 54.6

Self-training
Method

CTRP [21] 43.6 44.5
FL-UDA [30] 44.6 43.1

IRG [19] 45.7 43.2
SIGMA [22] 45.8 53.7

SC-UDA [20] 46.4 52.4
GIPA [32] 47.9 47.6

ConfMix [13] 52.2 56.3
AdvMix 57.1 65.3

5. Ablation Studies

In this section, we conduct ablation studies to understand the effect of adversarial
structure, mixing strategy, and image resolution. All detection networks are evaluated on
the synthetic-to-real adaption benchmark.

5.1. Effect of Adversarial Structure

In AdvMix, we introduce a novel global-level domain discriminator in AdvGRL, as
shown in Figure 2a. Besides, Figure 2b presents the pixel-level discriminator used in most
domain adaptive methods [14,27,34]. Table 4 shows the detection results of AdvMix when
the adversarial structure is changed from global-level to pixel-label discriminator. For the
sake of fairness, we set β = 0 in the adversarial weight mapping function (Equation (9)) and
the dynamic weight λadv for the domain discrimination loss LD is fixed as λ0 = 0.01 for two
structures. We also present the detection accuracy of the method without the discriminator
as the baseline in Table 4. Compared to the slight improvement (0.1%) of the pixel-level
discriminator, a significant rise in mAP (4%) is witnessed when employing the global-level
structure. We attribute it to the fact that the global-level discriminator produces a compact
domain descriptor, which is more powerful than the sparse descriptor generated by the
pixel-level one.

Table 4. Detection results of different adversarial structures.

Adversarial Structure mAP (%)

Baseline (w/o discriminator) 60.2
Pixel-level discriminator 60.3

Global-level discriminator 64.2

In addition, we weigh the domain discrimination loss LD by the adversarial weight
mapping function, which enhances the weights of hard examples by an adversarial strategy.
The weight λadv is calculated by Equation (9) and its value is controlled by the scaling
threshold β. We compare the detection results with constant weight (β is set as 0) and
dynamic weights (vary β from 8 to 12 in the step of 2). As illustrated in Table 5, dynamic
weight with β = 10 achieves higher performance, with an improvement of 1.1% mAP in
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comparison with the constant weight. Therefore, we conclude that the dynamic weight
contributes to domain adaption by extracting more features of hard examples and increasing
the stability of domain-invariant features.

Table 5. Detection results with different loss weights λadv.

Scaling Thresholds β mAP (%)

0 (constant weight) 64.2
8 64.3

10 65.3
12 64.7

5.2. Effect of Mixing Strategy

In this subsection, the mixing strategy is varied across four different strategies, includ-
ing vertical, horizontal, 4-division, and 6-division, as shown in Figure 12. The detection
results of these strategies are shown in Table 6 and the baseline method without any mixing
strategy is also included. We notice that mixing approaches except for horizontal mix
outperform the baseline. It reflects that the cutting direction is a factor to influence the
domain adaption. Compared to other mixing options, horizontal cutting contains more
background semantic information (such as road) and less objects with high confidence,
which impacts the self-training negatively. We also observe that mixing more or less target
regions vertically may promote performance to some extent and 4-division is the most
suitable strategy with over 5% rise in mAP.

Vertical Horizontal

4-Division 6-Division

Source

Target

Figure 12. Illustration of the different mixing strategies.

Table 6. Detection results of different mixing strategies.

Mixing Strategy mAP (%)

Baseline (w/o mix) 59.6
Vertical 64.5

Horizontal 57.1
4-Division 65.3
6-Division 64.6

Regarding the confidence metric in the region mixing module, we use the combined
confidence Ccomb instead of the original object confidence Cobj in YOLOv5 [33] to select
trustworthy pseudo labels. We present the detection results with two confidence metrics in
Table 7. The method with Ccomb surpasses Cobj nearly 4% in terms of accuracy, indicating that
Ccomb filters out most unreliable bounding boxes and is beneficial to self-supervision learning.
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Table 7. Detection results with different confidence metrics.

Confidence Metric mAP (%)

Cobj 61.4
Ccomb 65.3

5.3. Effect of Image Resolution

In this subsection, we analyze the effect of image resolution on different domain
adaptive methods, as shown in Table 8. The compared methods consist of baseline (no
adaption), Adv-only (adaption with adversarial structure) , Mixing-only (adaption with
mixing strategy), and AdvMix (adaption with both adversarial structure and mixing
strategy). It is obvious that the accuracy of all methods improves as the image resolution
increases from 608 × 608 to 1024 × 1024. At different resolutions, methods with adaption
obtain higher mAP than the baseline. We notice that Mixing-only exceeds the baseline by
over 5% at 608 × 608 resolution and less than 1% at 1024 × 1024 resolution. However, our
proposed AdvMix achieves more than 5.9% promotion at different resolutions, showing
that AdvMix is a resolution-agnostic domain adaption approach.

Table 8. Detection results of different domain adaptive methods at different image resolutions.

Image Resolution
Domain Adaptive Method

mAP (%)
Name Adversarial Structure Mixing Strategy

608 × 608

Baseline 49.3
Adv-only ✓ 51.3

Mixing-only ✓ 54.6
AdvMix ✓ ✓ 56.7

1024 × 1024

Baseline 59.4
Adv-only ✓ 59.6

Mixing-only ✓ 60.2
AdvMix ✓ ✓ 65.3

6. Discussions

In this section, we discuss the domain adaption for multi-class detection. Then, we give
some false examples of our proposed AdvMix and analyze how to improve in the future.

6.1. Domain Adaption for Multi-Class Detection

Regarding multi-class detection, the primary obstacle stems from the class imbalance.
Taking the cross-weather adaption as example, we present the instance numbers of different
classes and their corresponding APs (including baseline, AdvMix, oracle three methods
AP) in Table 9. For some classes with insufficient instances, such as “train”, “truck”, “bus”,
and “motorcycle”, their accuracy in AdvMix exceeds the baseline considerably and is on
par with the oracle at the same time. It shows that AdvMix is effective at mitigating the
domain shift even if the class distribution is imbalance. However, the performance gap
between different classes is also witnessed. For example, “car” obtains 68.9AP, nearly
30% higher than the accuracy of “truck” (39.5AP) in AdvMix. We attribute this to the fact
that the original detector (YOLOv5) overlooks the class-imbalanced issue. In the future,
a class-balanced sampling strategy is necessary to introduce in a detection framework to
enhance the recognition for rare classes.
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Table 9. Instance number and detection result on the cross-weather adaption benchmark.

Class Instance Number Baseline AP (%) AdvMix AP (%) Oracle AP (%)

Person 3171 45.3 54.0 57.5
Car 4224 55.5 68.9 72.6

Train 22 4.6 49.5 48.4
Rider 481 43.6 51.5 53.3
Truck 88 24.3 39.5 41.2

Bicycle 996 38.1 44.3 45.7
Bus 86 39.0 53.5 53.7

Motorcycle 135 27.5 39.3 41.5

6.2. False Detections

We study false detections by visualizing the prediction bounding boxes of the “train”
class in Figure 13. The “train” class with 22 instances is denoted as a rare class. Compared
to the baseline method, AdvMix filters out more false positives and improves detection
precision. However, some cars located far from the camera are recognized as the “train”.
Those objects are obscured by fog and the detector hardly distinguishes them. This indicates
that the accuracy of rare class detection is still a challenging task although AdvMix copes
with the domain shift in object detection.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13. Some examples of false detections. We take the “train” detection on the cross-weather
adaption as example. (a) Ground truths (blue rectangular boxes); (b) the baseline predictions (green
rectangular boxes); (c) AdvMix predictions (red rectangular boxes).

7. Conclusions

In this paper, an unsupervised cross-domain adaption approach AdvMix is proposed
to diminish the discrepancy between the source and target domain. In AdvMix, the global
descriptors of each domains are extracted by the domain discriminator and aligned by the
gradient reversal layer with an adversarial hard examples mining strategy. Furthermore,
the detector is self-trained by synthetic images from source and target domain to alleviate
the content gap. We conduct extensive experiments and analytical studies on cross-weather,
cross-camera and synthetic-to-real domain adaption scenarios. In comparison with ad-
vanced UDA methods, AdvMix outperforms them in terms of accuracy, demonstrating
the prominent performance of AdvMix. However, there are some challenges that we need
to solve in the future, including how to deal with diverse source domains, how to extend
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our method to other detection frameworks, and how to confront the issue of inter-class
imbalance in domain adaption.
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